TYP03 Awards Highlight CMS Project Excellence at Industry Summit

To great fanfare, 17 prizes were announced at this year’s TYP03 Awards ceremony in The Hague. German agency Zdreicom AG received the Website of the Year trophy for Mera-Petfood.com. Other categories—including Performance, Government, Education, and Enterprise—represented the CMS platform’s versatility and capability.

The Hague, The Netherlands, 17 October 2019

The award gala was a part of the annual TYP03 conference, T3CON, a two-day event covering professional topics for web agencies and their customers, as well as targeted summits at the crossroads between content management technology and business, government, NGOs, higher education, and universities.

Recognizing Excellence in the TYP03 Community

Long-time open source software promoters and jury members Jeffrey A. McGuire and Robert Douglass hosted the 17th October event, leading the audience of 240 through a multi-hour program interspersed with live music, humour, and the appropriate ceremony.

The jury saw almost 200 strong submissions and selected winners in 17 categories, highlighting the past year’s growth and expertly executed TYP03 CMS implementations:

Education: LimeSoda Interactive Marketing GmbH for magazin.libro.at
E-Commerce: Zdreicom AG for mera-petfood.com
Health: dkd Internet Service GmbH for bsbh.org
Sport: brandung GmbH & Co. KG for johnreeds.fitness
NGO: visionbites for sanktjohannes.com
Finance/Logistics: Browserwerk for lp.degussa-bank.de/immobilienfinanzierung
Campaign: Tritum for bauhaus100.uni-weimar.de
Enterprise: Pixelant (Resultify AB) for gustavsberg.com
Industry: MaxServ for cth.biz
Small Website: Idéative for lausanneuniversityhospital.com
SMB: Cyberhouse GmbH for auto-guenther.at
Tourism: Scholz & Friends and The Brettinghams for es-kann-so-einfach-sein.de
Culture: LimeSoda Interactive Marketing GmbH for kartenstelle.oegb.at
Government: Earlybird for noe-landtag.gv.at
Best Performance: Cyberhouse GmbH for auto-guenther.at
Website of the Year: Zdreicom AG for mera-petfood.com

TYPO3 Personality of the Year Award to Community Event Organizer

As well as the website prizes, TYPO3 Association President Olivier Dobberkau announced the Personality of the Year Award. This year’s winner was Romanian TYPO3 promoter and community supporter Daniel Homorodean for coordinating the TYPO3 Eastern Europe Conference since 2013, and for his global outreach as part of the TYPO3 Community Expansion Committee.

Product Information

You can download and find more information about TYPO3 at typo3.org. For TYPO3 related services, visit the TYPO3 Company’s commercial partner listing at typo3.com, where access to the paid Extended Long Term Support (ELTS) program for older TYPO3 LTS versions can also be purchased.

About the TYPO3 Association and TYPO3 GmbH

The TYPO3 Association coordinates and funds the long-term development of TYPO3 CMS. It is a not-for-profit organization that provides software to the public free of charge. The TYPO3 Association is an association according to Swiss Law that was founded by the members of the TYPO3 Community in November 2004. It has its headquarters in Baar ZG, Switzerland. The TYPO3 Association is non-partisan and denominationally neutral. More information about members, objectives, and funding opportunities can be found at: typo3.org/project/association/

TYPO3 GmbH is a service company established by the TYPO3 Association to provide support services and to take on the development of the TYPO3 CMS software. More about the TYPO3 Company can be found at typo3.com.
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